
[Jltra high precision forming grinder,
the pride of AMADA.
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WINSTAR SP (V-spec) development concept

Our Triple Crown Grinder is the future of grinding

SABILIW An embrace of basic structure for stable grinding accuracy

SECURITY Reoucecitnermai orspiacement for grinoing repeatabirity you can rrust

SAFEff Space saving fultenclosure that guarantees work safely .

The WINSTAR SP forming grinder is the highest level model. lt delivers short lead times and unmatched grinding precision

required in all technology driven markets, including medical, semiconductor and electronics.

lnheriting its basic structure from its predecessors WINGACE and WINSTAR, the WINSTAR SP has developed the

elements required for the future of automated grinding.

This future is realized in the WINSTAR SP (V-spec) which provides CCD camera based automatic measurement and

automatic compensation as well as an eco-friendly NC controlled ball screw / direct longitudinal table drive.

Moreover, while achieving automatic measurement with a CCD camera and compensating processing, IWINSTAR SP

(V-spec)l has pursued further high performance and high precision with its space-saving body with an innovative design

combines the latest technologies, and supports the business solutions of our customers to make it truly worthy of its

name, "SP = Small & Precision".
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WINSTAR SP [V soec)



Top: l\,4itror Surface F nishinq i1Bomm
Bottom: l\,4 cro pitch grinding (100 s ots)

height 0.05mm P0.3mm

Top: Angular groove grinding w dth 0.2mm depth 0.4mm
P0.3mm 60 grooves

Bottom: Air vent gr nding

Top: Conto!r gr nding
Bottom: Core pn parl

Vision Senser
CCD camera automatic measurement & compensation system
The CCD camera and original software can measure shapes on the machine.
There is no need to remove the workpiece, reducing processing time, and

eliminating handling errors when measuring. The custom software creates
a program that automatically calculates the compensation values based on
the targeted profile and the measured workpiece shape. The automatic
compensation processing greatly reduces Iead time.



Years of technological refinement have given rise to
a new dimension of grinding.

WIN87TAR

WINSTAR is the best seller from AMADA superior forming grinders. I0 years after its market debut, it remains a top brand, and is

equipped to continue its popularity into the future.

It is an ultra-precision CNC forming grinder, achieving higher efficiency and higher quality in "mirror surface," and "forming" gdnding.
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AMADA proprietary column
type three plane independent
structure

Its foundation is a T-bed with an elongated

slide and column base. High static
accuracy is assured through an

independent moving column design that
provides excellent operability. In addition
the V-V slideway is fully supporled
eliminating overhang and maintaining
superior straightness accuracy.

Ultra-low vibration spindle
motor achieves ultra mirror
surface finish capability

The grinding spindle achieves ultra mirror

surface finishes, through a class V1 ultra-

low vibration, oil cooled spindle motot
equipped with an extra oil bath cooling
function as standard equipment which
provides great thermal stability,

Table reciprocating
specifications guarantee high
productivity

WINSTAR SP table reciprocation uses a high

speed servo valve for high seed stroking.

At a 15mm stroke it can achieve 200min r

inverse velocity. Alternatively, SP (/-spec) is

an NC controlled servo motor ball screw drive

system. lt is a hydraulic-less eco{riendly
machine. All series models boast high stroke

reversal accuracy for stop grinding and can

supply accurate longitudinal processing.



I trtC inOe* magnetic chuck

NC Tilting chuck enables grinding of
complete pads in one chucking. Access
to multiple workpiece faces allows
completion of pad and reduces reliance on

time consuming fixtures,

I High, precision rotary dresser

High efficiency dressing is possible with
a Max3000min'1 rotary dresser, Rough

dressing to finishing of simple shapes is

supported. Two types, single and twin can
be selected. The twin type supports two
diamond disks for multiple rough and finish

functions. Rough plunge dressing greatly
reduces lead time for wheel preparation.

t 10000min']

Equipped with ultra low vibration (V1)

2.2kW oil cooled high speed motor. lt
provides 2.2kW aI250Omin-r and covers
a wide range from normal grinding into the
high speed range.

It uses ceramic ball bearings for both the
spindle and motor supporting high RPM's.
While enabling wheels with smaller bores it
still provides power in high speed grinding.

I t,tC swivel rotary dresser

The swivel rotary dresser achieves high
precision form dressing by means of 3 axis

simultaneous control wjth "normal" position

dress capability. Together they provide

a leap in wheel{orming accuracy, from
taper to straight, and radius forming. High

speed diamond disk dressing also greatly

reduces imnaccuracies due to diamond
wear.

I f*in dresser TD-1OO

Previously, thin wheel dressing with a

conventional wheel required a h gh degree
of skill, but by using the TD-100, dressing

efficiency has made a great leap forwards,
Through use of new thin grinding wheels,

0,05mm wide forming has been achieved.

Automatically pedorms measurements
after grinding to given dimensions within
canned cycle. Automatically re-grinds
surfaces when measurement is out of
tolerance, Measurement resolution is

0.05pm (0.000,002). Automaiic workpiece
approach setting is an optional function. lt also

supports multiple workpiece measurement,

I NC profile dresser

Wheel forming is performed by a servo
driven, swing arm mounted, profiling

diamond. 3 axes simultaneous control is

used to keep a constant angle between
the diamond and the wheel form.
Because forming is always with one point

of the dresser, high accuracy forming can

be obtained. Additionally, a rough / fine

duo diamond system can be provided.

I Verticat rotary dresser VRD125

A motorized rotary dresser with a high

rigidity spindle, High per{ormance truing
and dressing can be performed on

diamond and CBN wheels.

I used by WAPS-WIN grinder

Forming grinding know-how has been

conveded into software. By loading CAD

data, a NC program is created from rough
to finishing. A variety of software options
have been developed: wheel forming,
rotary table applications (B/C table axis),

air vent grindirg, etc.

Automatic measurement
system (touch sensor type)



Original software makes craftsmanship
a digital process

A new touch sensitive 12-inch color panel is used, which drastically improves operability. The operation panel has been newly

designed so that functions are easier to select. The innovative design makes it intuitive and fun to use. WINSTAR SP (V-spec))

WINSTAR SP / SP(V-spec): FANUC Series 20i-FB / 180i-MB

WINSTAR:

Simultaneous 2 axes + 1 table stroke axes (X axis: cross, Y axis: vertical,

FANUC Series 20i-FB
Simultaneous 2 axes + 1 table stroke axes (X axis: cross, Y axis: vertical,

W axis: table stroke)

W axis: table stroke)

\

Operational switches
for C axis swivel unit,

rotary dresser, running

timer, etc. are located

on the front (Optional)

Illumination switch for
CCD camera, optional
axes, and manual

pulse handle

FI BOi-MB

New touch sensitive
12 inch color panel

equipped with PC NC

High durability button
module

WINSTAB SP M spec) operation pane WINSTAR SP operation panel

<Software>
Canned cycles are fixed cycle

for conversational input.

Complicated G-code program

knowledge is not necessary.

Operators have full command

of the technology.

Unequal depth slot grinding
Complex multiple grooves can
be easily input and ground. Fifty
grooves of unequal depth / unequal
pitch can be set. 0 /INSTAR optional)

I Grinding cycle (standard)
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Surface grinding
Traverse grinding is easy because
it's dioital. The front-back and side-
side positions can be typed as

dimens ons or lnput by electronic
teaching button.

Table position setting
Table stroke position can be set on

the screen. For workpieces on the
chuck, end stroke positions can be

set with the teaching button. The
position setting screen enables
changing centerline, length and left

and right position.

Traverse jump grinding
Automatically jumps across a space
between multiple suffaces on the
same height. All surfaces can frrst

be roughed then all finished for more
uiformity, (WINSTAB ootional)

Equal depth slot grinding
SingLe or multip e grooves can be

easily input and ground. Equal pitch
of 999 grooves, or unequal pitch of
I6 grooves can be set. (WINSTAR

opt onal)
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Taper mode
Set the taper angle. Amazingly, when you turn the handle, the wheel moves on
the angle. When re-grinding workpieces with unknown angle, the angle can
be measured with two-point teaching. Using this functton, any angle can be
ground or dressed quickly, with no special fixtures.

R mode (Radius)
Locate the front side and top of a workpiece and set the radius required.
Amazingly, when you turn the handle, the wheel grinds a radius profile, The feed
speed is controlled by the handle. There is no faster way to grind any radlus,

Taper R
Grinding / dressing is perlormed by selecting 6 types of patterns and slmply
setting them. By setting rough or fine cut, grinding and wheel forming from a
blank are possrble.



I Grinding cycle (optional)

I Tie bar grinding

i Pitch data for multiple groove

I grinding can be edited easily.
I Finishing is done by grinding leaving

i several ;rm each per groove. Creep
I grinding can also be supported.
r (\tVINSTAR optional)

i Terraced grinding

I Step forms are combined and
I processed. Forms can be set with 5

I steps and 4 processes in I pattern.

i Dressing cycles have been built-in,

I grinding wheels can be dressed to
i radius or taper.

i

I

Pattern grinding
By combining the 5 most typical
patterns, processing of complex
shapes can be performed easily.
Plunge / traverse can be combined
for the most efficrent grinding
possible. (WINSTAR optional)
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Pattern contouring
Simple shape contour grinding
can be performed just by inputting
dimensions required for basic shapes
on the screen. Each shape is

automatically displayed after input for
operator review.
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Table stroke
The speed switching function /
plunge grinding / traverse grinding
each have rough, medium and fine
grinding; table speed and stroke
length adjusted automatically.

i Contouring grinding
: Complex contour grinding can
i be performed by conversationally
I inputting figure data. A rough plunge
j cycle can be created and displayed

I automatically by the machine.
I G-code programs can also be
i uploaded and displayed for grinding.

Trapezoidal groove grinding
Multiple groove grindinging can be
performed on trapezoidal grooves.

When the groove dimensions /
pitch data is set, wheel forming

and processing are performed

automatically. lt is possible for gdnding

to combine plunge, traverse and
contouring. Rough, medium and fine
processing are performed separately.

I ; Multi workpiece function
i i By setting multiple workpieces on

; I the chuck, continuous grinding

I ; processing can be performed.
i ; A maximum of 5 types of grinding

; I data can be called up.

I Air vent grinding

i WAPS - WN required)
i Multiple grooves set on a plate can
j be processed while determining
I table stroke position. This function
j processes by loading data created
i earlier with AMADA'S WAPS-WIN air

] vent cycles.

I Dress cycle
i*-'--^.'-."--'-

i-

1 Straight dress
j Dressing of wheel periphery is

i performed using a table top single
I point dresser or high speed disk
I dresser. This dressing cycle can
i be executed at most any time by
I operator or canned cycle.

Hydraulic creep grinding
By means of table scale feedback
control, grinding can be performed
setting table stroke shift speed to
low speed. Both up-cut and down-
cut are supported. Groove grinding
software or tie bar grinding software
are required.

Pattern dress
Wheel forming is performed using
a simple profile dresser / NC profile

dresser / high speed wdisk dresser.
Form is created by just inputting
dimensions required for basic shapes
on the screen, This dressing cycle
can be executed at most any time by
operator or canned cycle.

Profile dress
Wheel forming is performed on
various shapes using a simple profile
dresser / NC profile dresser / high
speed disk dresser (oval fillister).

Rough dress can also be performed.

G-code programs can also be
uploaded and displayed lor dressing.

Overhead dress
Wheel periphery dress is performed
using an overhead dresser. This
dressing cycle can be executed at
most any time by operator or canned
cycle.

i

Grooving dress 
i

Wheel width is dressed to set values i

using a lateral face dresser and high

speed wafer dresser. When the
lateral face dresser is used, a back
taper can be formed on the wheel, 

i
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Specifications

Machine Specification

ftern Units

Ultra-precision CNC forminq orinder WNSTAR series

Simultaneous 2 axis + 1 axis
lhvdrar rlic\

Simultaneous 2 axis + 1 axis
Inon-hvalral rlicl

Simultaneous 2 axis + 1 axis
(hydraulic)

WINSTAR SP WNSTAR SP (V-sDec) WlNSTAR

lvr}e Column type

lapacity IbblewdrkirB silrfaoe flensth x width) mm 550 x 200 610 x 270

Table max,lmum side to:sidedisplacerhdnt mm 600 780

ldumn mar{rfi um front'back ilisplacement mm 250 340

Splndle iJicht (Spindle C&to table) mm 90 - 400 80 - 450

;hu6k eize {lenath x width xhe}ohfl mm 500x200x100 600 x 300 x1 00

thble hiohtitofl6,or mm 1000

MaxiffiurE fiididhf {criilck in{:1ud6t l kg 150 250

Becio16eiation Ull1ual F{andlefe€d /
rotrtk}n. :

Soimal,' mm 100
100

8igtrflto.lefl), $if,ht mm 5

Llrive,sy$en Hydraulic servo /
Mechanical manual pulse

handle

Ball screw & servo motor./
Mechanical manual pulse

handle

Hydraulic servo /
mechanical handle

Automatic :Eedrat€ .

Normat mlmin 1-40
OrSfued
{OP) ' '

mm/min Hydraulic creep
Lowspeed:10-200
Hiqh speed: 10000

NC control (dialog software)
0.1 - 20000

Hydraulic creep
Low speed: 10 - 200
Hiqh speed: 10000

loiv.eryetem Servo valve + scale /
hvdraulic cvlinder

Servo motor (base cooling) +
)all screw (soindle core coolinol

Servo valve + scale /
hvdrar rlic cvlinaler

+dciprocattorr'6peed:{1Smrrr stroke) min 1 200 180 200

Vlinimum sdtins'unrt$ 0.o1 0.0001 0.01

Positiorl deteoton I Scale r,e$alutbn um Magnetically guided ABS
scale / 0.1

Semi-closed Linear scale / 1

3uid6surtaee W turcite
grosil \ilanual Handlefeed

[4sgni0catk n srlitch,
xI, x'10; x1@, x400,

Sne roiation 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 4.0 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0

One scale' mm
0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.04 0.0001, 0,001, 0.01 , 0.1

Dri!ts:svstefn Ball screw / Mechanical manual pulse handle

\utomatie Feedra.te Joo fe6d mm/min 0 - 400, 1 000, 2000 0 - 400, 500, 1000, 2000
Baird traveIsd mm/min 4000 5000

Grindino feed mm/min 0.1 - 4000 0.1 - 5000
vlinirnurn settins units pm 0.01
)osition detilct'ori / Scale r€solutlon pm ABS Linear scale / 0.05 Linear scale / 0.05
3uide surface Linear roller quide + slide (hvbrid ouide)

:Qngittrdin Manual Hsndle f6ed One rotaiion mm 0.01. 0.1 , 1 .0. 4.0
One scat6 mm 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.04

Drivesvstem Ball screw / Mechanical manual pulse handle
\utomalic

1

FEedr*te Joafed mm/min 100,1000,2000 100, 200, 500, 1000
laoid traverse mm/min 2000
irindlns feed mr/min 0.1 - 500

tilinimum $etlinq onits $m 0.01

fu$ition deteation / 6cale resolution HM ABS Linear scale / 0.05 Lrnear scale / 0.05
3uide surfacs Linear roller guide + slide (hybrid guide)

#heel luier diameterx width x bore diameter mm o2O5 x 6.4 - 25 x o31.75, a65 - 100 x 3 - 1O x a22.23 s255 x6.4 - 25 xa50.8
3pindle $peed minj 500 - 5000 (lnverter)

{Vdraulic l"lydraullc oil I hthriaation oil l/ cooling:oil L Hydraulic oil 40 (tank separated)

Lubrication oil 12
(tank separated)

looling oil 15 (tank separated
Lubrication oil 12
(tank separated)

Hydraulic oil 100
(tank separated)

Lubrication oil 20 (bed)

Hydraulic /
eoolino:unit caoaeitv {hvdraulic oU not ihetuded

kg
130 70 250

}ii cooler eapacity {5Ol 60Hz} 2.A / 3.2 1.3 / 1.4 3.8 / 4.3
loolino rnildiurn HCFC R410 (Zero lor Ozone Depletion Potential)

ldolor ilfileei:snindle 3.7 (oil cooler)
'lvdraulic pums KW-P 1.5-4 None 2.2-4

iross fed '1.0 0.6

-onoitudin feed KW 1.2 o.4

Reoiorocation fged None 1 .8 (B12is) None

\utomaticlubrication ounro

OooW pump (50 / 60Hz) 0.4 Shared with oil cooling
Dumo (24 / 28.8Umin1\

0.4 Shared with oil cooling
oumo 12 / 14.4Umin r)

0.4 Shared with oil cooling
oumo (24 / 28.8Umin'1)

Power caoaeitv KVA 12 14

Floor space /uidth mm 2700 31 50

Jnoth mm 2100 2450
{eisht mm 1 975 2094

Madrne totalwelsht kg 4000 4700

(Note) OP indicates an Option
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Floor space / travel

Plane view

WINSTAR SP / SP (V-spec) Floor space and travel Machine lineup

I Forming grinder

MEISTER-V3

TF.M1

I Surface grinder

TECHSTER-D1

(Units: mm)

Front view

MEISTER.G3

TECHSTER.A3

WINSTAR Floor space and travel

Travel

TECHSTER-A1

Plane view

Front view

I Rotary surface grinder
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